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Abstract—Adoption of middleware system to solve the conges-

tion problem in mobile ad-hoc network is few to find in the exist-

ing system. Research gap is found as existing congestion control 

mechanism in MANET doesn’t use middleware design and exist-

ing middleware system were never investigated for its applicabil-

ity in congestion control over the mobile ad-hoc network. There-

fore, we introduce a novel middleware system called as MIMC or 

Middleware for Identifying and Mitigating Congestion in Hybrid 

Mobile Adhoc Network. MIMC is also equipped with novel traf-

fic modeling using rule-based control matrix that not only pro-

vides a better scenario of congestion but also assists in decision 

making for routing, which the existing techniques fails. This 

paper discusses the algorithms, result discussion on multiple 

scenarios to show MIMC perform better congestion control as 

compared to existing techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The mobile ad-hoc network has played a huge contribution 
in the area of the wireless ad-hoc network, and it has been a 
point of major research area since last decades in wireless net-
working. Till date, there has been researching on multiple 
problems in mobile ad-hoc network e.g. routing issues [1][2], 
energy issues [2], security issues [3], load balancing issues [4], 
congestion control issues [5], etc. Out of all the problems, rout-
ing and security have attained much attention. We will like to 
discuss the congestion problems in the mobile ad-hoc network 
that occurs due to superfluous number of data bigger than 
channel capacity. An adverse effect of congestion is a loss of 
data packets, intermittent links, interference, etc. [6]. Hence, it 
is highly essential to perform controlling of congestion in a 
dynamic topology of the mobile ad-hoc network. One of the 
biggest problems with the existing congestion control protocol 
is non-consideration of routing schema [7]. A closer look at the 
trends of research shows that majority of the studies towards 
congestion control is focused on homogeneous network and 
very less focus is laid on to a heterogeneous network. This 
evidence can also be found by observing less number of work 
being carried out in designing middleware system in the mobile 
ad-hoc network. The evolution of middleware is not new, but 
they are more involved in the theoretical study and less in prac-
tical implementation. Problems of middleware to be more fo-
cused on resource management is seen in theory and very less 
on implementation papers. A middleware must be able to con-
figure multiple forms of resources in many ways [8][9]. How-
ever, usage of middleware is not that much clear in the research 

area of the mobile ad-hoc network. Till date, there is no discus-
sion of any middleware systems over a mobile ad-hoc network 
that can perform identification of the state of traffic congestion 
and provides a solution to mitigate it. Hence, this paper pre-
sents a novel middleware system that can perform identifica-
tion of congestion in the mobile ad-hoc network. The design 
principle of the proposed middleware system is meant to 
achieve i) seamless and cost-effective monitoring of traffic 
condition for mobile ad-hoc network and its applications (e.g. 
vehicular network), ii) assists in relaying information about the 
congestion level of traffic in the entire network, iii) less over-
head in message dissemination, etc. The paper presents a cost-
effective technique of middleware services which provides 
interoperability, energy efficiency, as well as congestion con-
trol mechanism in the hybrid mobile ad-hoc network. Section 
II discusses the background of the study where the discussion 
of the recent system of traffic congestion control in the mobile 
ad-hoc network is carried out followed by brief discussion of 
problems in Section III. Section IV discusses the contribution 
of the proposed system regarding adopted research methodolo-
gy. Section V discusses the algorithm discussion followed by 
result discussion in Section VI. Finally, the findings of the 
proposed study are summarized in Section VII. 

II. RELATED WORK 

This section discusses about various significant studies 
conducted towards normalizing the traffic behavior in hybrid 
mobile adhoc network. The primary motive of this section is to 
showcase the research papers towards addressing the problems 
of traffic management using middleware-based solution for 
hybrid mobile adhoc network. 

Vadivel and Bhaskaran [10] has presented a recent tech-
nique of formulating congestion-free routes as well as to the 
study has also introduced a reliable routing in the mobile ad-
hoc network. The author has used a mechanism of disjoint path 
construction for balancing the traffic load. The study outcome 
was found to posses better communication performance. Study 
towards addressing congestion problem was also discussed by 
Sirajuddin et al. [11], where the authors has used a TCP-based 
congestion control management over a mobile ad-hoc network. 
The technique mainly forms a network followed by propaga-
tion of congestion status and finally by route maintenance de-
pending on the status of traffic load. The study outcome was 
compared with conventional AODV on packet delivery ratio 
and routing overhead. 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.P.%20G.%20Sunitha%20Hiremath.QT.&newsearch=true
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Pashchenko et al. [12] has presented a model that is de-
signed for cloud model for networking. However, the entire 
modelling was carried out using the concept of middleware in 
mobile ad-hoc network. The discussion laid by the author is 
highly helpful as all the discussed formal models in this re-
search papers can be readily used in any form of wireless net-
work for traffic management including QoS as well as security. 
The study carried out by Chen et al. [13] has introduced a 
cross-layered architecture incorporated on the integrated 
scheme of congestion management and QoS scheduling in a 
wireless network which supports multihop. The technique uses 
Differentiated Queuing Service along with partial TCP services 
for this purpose. The study outcome was testified for reduced 
delay and increased delivery ratio. 

Sreenivas et al. [14] has presented an approach that can per-
form controlling of traffic congestion over the mobile ad-hoc 
network after enhancing TCP. According to this technique, the 
significant information of the network status is identified by 
destination node that further transmits to the source node in the 
form of response. The study outcome was evaluated to posses 
better throughput and delay performance. Greco et al. [15] has 
presented a technique to overcome the problem of latency con-
sidering the case study of multimedia streaming over the mo-
bile ad-hoc network. The technique uses a cross layer-based 
approach where coding of multimedia is carried over MAC 
layer followed by optimization over the state of congestion in 
the mobile ad-hoc network. The author has developed a distor-
tion model powered by sophisticated mathematical modelling 
using graph theory to perform congestion identification and 
mitigation. The study outcome was evaluated on relative fre-
quency over increasing delay and probability density over 
PSNR. Bhaduria and Sharma [16] has presented a framework 
that can control congestion in a mobile ad-hoc network with 
the aid of agent-based services. The technique allows selection 
of less-congested route 

Qin et al. [17] has developed a middleware approach for ca-
tering up the need of the heterogeneous networking environ-
ment, which is based on the self-intelligence building process 
to accomplish better communication performance. The system 
uses observe-analyze-adapt methodology for developing the 
formal node model. Study towards the evolution of middleware 
was seen in the work of Kamisinski et al. [18]. The technique 
was meant for sensor nodes for processing complex infor-
mation entrapped by a sensor using distributed middleware 
system. Testified over multiple mobility environments, the 
technique allows dynamic selection of routing algorithm de-
pending on the need of applications. Another study of middle 
concerning about traffic management was carried out by 
Denker et al. [19]. The study mainly focuses on cyber-physical 
systems and highlights about its dependencies. Pease [20] has 
developed a middleware framework called as ROAM which 
intends to support energy communication using cross layered 
approach in mobile ad-hoc network. 

The study uses cross-layer approach to identify the new 
route and performs blacklisting of the path which is inflicted 
with channel fading problem. Another middleware approach 
was presented by Lopez et al. [21] where the author has pre-
sented a technique to maintains the portability of the routing 
protocols in mobile adhoc network. The technique has used 

multicast protocol design to develop a group communication 
system in mobile adhoc network. The study outcome was eval-
uated on a real test bed on some the message being used for 
transmission. Liu [22] has presented a study of middleware 
system for a wireless network using context-based factors. The 
prime purpose of this system is to present a technique with 
better supportability of distributed synchronization and dynam-
ic reconfiguration. 

Hence, it can be seen that there are various studies car-ried 
out for congestion control as well as the various design of mid-
dleware to upgrade the communication performance of mobile 
adhoc network. Each study has its beneficial factor regarding 
communication performance and problems being discussed in 
the research papers. However, these studies are also associated 
with certain loopholes when it comes to congestion control 
over hybrid the mobile ad-hoc network using middleware-
based approach. The next section highlights significant points 
of limitations and justifies the evolution of problem statement. 

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

This section discusses the problems being identified after 
reviewing the existing system discussed in prior section. 

A. Less Applicability of existing Congestion Control: 

Although, there is a certain level of work being carried out 
addressing congestion issues over heterogeneous mobile ad-
hoc network e.g. [23], none of them has addressed the interop-
erable part of it. Hence, heterogeneous network without the 
inclusion of interoperability is not the purely heterogeneous 
network. Hence, such algorithms are less likely to be effective 
when implemented over the real-world environment. The exist-
ing techniques of congestion control are more inclined towards 
homogeneous network and very less towards heterogeneous 
networks. 

B. Frequent usage of Cross Layer Approach: 

It is highly essential that the design approach of a middle-
ware must has the knowledge of the topology to use for a mul-
tihop communication system, and it maintains its efficiency. 
Hence, adoption of cross-layer approach assists over kernel 
space in communicating with networking protocols. This ap-
proaches, therefore, violates the stringent layering mechanism 
of the network stack in the mobile ad-hoc network that ob-
structs the true performance of middleware services. 

C. Lew focus on hybrid networks: 

The majority of the study towards traffic management, 
congestion control, load balancing task scheduling, etc. are 
either focused on reactive or proactive routing protocols in the 
mobile ad-hoc network. However, similar area of research on 
hybrid routing methodology was less considered. There exists 
certain few research works focusing on hybrid routing e.g. 
[24][25], but they are fewer standards in nature or has a very 
limited scope of future enhancement. Hence, study on conges-
tion control is quite a few to find on hybrid networks. 

A closer look at the problem identification points says that 
although there has been work carried out for congestion control 
in mobile ad-hoc network, there is a bigger trade-off between 
congestion control and adoption of the hybrid protocol as well 
as middleware design. Middleware design can act as a robust 
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bridge of interoperability and thereby can act upon heterogene-
ous mobile ad-hoc network. However, in the past, there is al-
most no research manuscript being found for addressing the 
problem of congestion using middleware-based approach. It is 
going to be completely a new arena of research, whereby hy-
brid network adoption will be the first to be tested for conges-
tion control using middleware design. Therefore, the problem 
statement of the proposed system can be represented as –―It is 
a novel and challenging task to develop a modelling of mid-
dleware system that can carry out congestion control mecha-
nism over hybrid network to attain better communication per-
formance.‖ 

IV. PROPOSED MIMC METHODOLOGY 

The proposed study is an extension of our prior studies 
where we has introduced two different characteristics on our 
middleware design i.e. interoperability and energy efficiency. 
Our first model MERAM [26] is focused on incorporating 
interoperability in its middleware design whereas the second 
model MEEM [27] is more focused on developing energy effi-
cient features. The proposed model MIMC aims at incorporat-
ing congestion identification and mitigation characteristics for 
hybrid mobile ad-hoc network. 

Traffic 
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Rule Based Control 
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Fig. 1. Proposed Schema of MIMC 

The proposed study is developed using analytical research 
methodology where the mechanism of MIMC is divided into 
three core modules i.e. traffic modelling, congestion identifica-
tion, and congestion mitigation. Traffic modelling is carried out 
using multi-valued logic which provides the better shape of 
hybrid mobile ad-hoc network on real-world applications using 
mobile nodes. The system uses pre-defined ruleset called as 
Rule Based Control Matrix which gives inferences based on 
velocity and density of node. The second module is about ex-
ploring the presence of congestion in neighbor nodes. MIMC 
doesn’t attempt to spend its resources exploring the source of 
congestion rather it uses its resources just to find the alternative 
routes. Hence, it is much cost effective and provides a better 
response time for exploring non-congested routes using a new 
term called as Degree of Congestion or DoC. The last step is to 
perform mitigation of congestion, which will mean filtering the 
message that estimates the congestion and compares it with a 
threshold.  An elaborated information about its implementation 
is discussed in next section. 

V. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 

This section discusses the algorithm design and implemen-
tation that was used in proposed middleware system in the 
hybrid mobile ad-hoc network. It should be noted that the pro-
posed middleware system is meant to carry out following oper-
ation i.e. i) traffic modelling, ii) congestion identification and 
iii) congestion control. Following are the detailed information 
about it. 

a) Traffic Modelling: - MIMC make use of node-to-

node communication system to perform traffic modelling 

along with communication. The algorithm to develop traffic 

modelling takes the input of v (velocity), p (position), and t 

(time interval), which after processing yields simulated a ver-

sion of the traffic in hybrid mobile ad-hoc network. For this 

purpose, we develop a simple control message msg which will 

carry velocity (v) and positional (p) information of source 

node and should keep on exchanging with its neighbor nodes 

after a specific interval of time t. 

 
Fig. 2. Algorithm for Traffic Modelling 

To overcome the problem of topological dynamicity of the 
mobile nodes, we will use a novel rule-based mechanism based 
on simple mathematical logic to carry out traffic modelling. 
Our traffic modeling is not the simply distribution of nodes 
with mobility, but we emphasize more on the distinctive be-
havior of a node by monitoring the types of beacons msg being 
relayed by the nodes. For this purpose, we develop a simple 
matrix called as RBCM or Rule Based Control Matrix which 
discretely defines the various logical inference of the ruleset 
for velocity (v) and density (d). The algorithm exchanges of the 
control message among the communicating node (Line-2), 
which allows the mobile nodes to get updates status of the 
congestion level. The system considers 4 different states of 
velocity (fast, normal, slow, and very slow) whereas there are 
four discrete states for node density (i.e. less, medium, high, 
and very high) (Line-3). 
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TABLE I. FORMATION OF RULE-BASED CONTROL MATRIX 
D

en
si

ty
 

 Degree of Congestion (DoC) 

Velocity of mobile node 

Fast Normal Slow Very Slow 

Less  Free Free Free Slight 

Medium  Free Slight Slight Moderate 

High Free Slight Moderate Moderate 

Very 

High 

Slight Moderate Moderate Severe 

A function is developed for RBCM (Rule-Based Control 
Matrix) whose matrix formation is tabulated in Table.1, which 
creates a simple inference rules based on the types of velocity 
and node density as input arguments. The algorithm computes 
velocity from a distance traveled at a specific interval of time. 
Computation of node density is quite a difficult task. Depend-
ing on the number of the controlled messages received, each 
mobile node computes the total number of neighbor nodes at 
that period as the node density. The mobile nodes estimate the 
velocity factor by dividing instantaneous velocity with velocity 
limit assigned for the path. Hence, it is possible to calculate the 
highest number of mobile nodes in every path using a range of 
transmission. Hence, for a given section of a route, every mo-
bile node can calculate the number of mobile nodes in that 
particular route segment by the ratio of total existing neighbor 
nodes in route section with the highest number of mobile nodes 
that can be accommodated in that particular route. The ad-
vantage of this traffic modelling is its simple inference mecha-
nism that allows more flexibility of investigating middleware 
system for hybrid mobile ad-hoc network. 

b) Congestion Identification: - The proposed MIMC 

adopts node-to-node interaction system to find the Degree of 

Congestion (DoC). The prior traffic model allows confirming 

this degree of congestion using RBCM. Therefore, the control 

message used msg can also be termed as a message for identi-

fying (or estimating) congestion degree. The proposed mecha-

nism initially finds the size of the control message msg with 

predefined threshold used for congestion i.e. Th (Line-1). The 

algorithm computes Degree of Congestion using neighboring 

nodes (NN) and frequency intervals (FI) (Line-2). The mobile 

node that computes DoC is considered to be mobile reference 

node and is used for computation of DoC.  If the Degree of 

Congestion is found to be more than the threshold (Line-3) 

than it represents an event of congestion, however, it doesn’t 

give a clear view of its location. Moreover, MIMC do not 

involve route acknowledgment messages to state confirmation 

of the message delivery. Further, overhead is minimized by 

lowering the frequency (Line-5). The algorithm than continues 

its search for all the nodes whose Degree of Congestion level 

is more than the threshold to identify the location of those 

nodes. Only the nodes with a higher value of DoC will be 

considered for performing retransmission process. However, if 

any mobile nodes pass within the transmission range of this 

node than it halts its transmission (Line-6-9). 

 
Fig. 3. Algorithm for the Congestion Identification 

Fig.4 highlights the schema that has been used in this algo-
rithm. 
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Fig. 4. Schema of routing used in the proposed system 

Finally, the algorithm computes effective distance ED (in 
meters) which is calculated by subtracting transmission range 
(Tr) with a wavelength of the node (W node)(in meters) (Line-
10). The wavelength can be further calculated by highest ve-
locity permissible (in meter per second) on that specific path 
divided by the frequency of transmission of control message 
(in Hertz). Fig.4 showcase a scenario which represents node-8 
is at more distance from node-1 and hence node-8 will have 
lesser probability to relay the control message for congestion 
identification. However, node-6 can be considered to be suita-
ble relay node and will calculate effective distance ED. 
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c) Congestion Mitigation:- After the degree of conges-

tion along with location is identified, the next task is to per-

form mitigation of the congestion. The term mitigation will 

mean a mechanism to continue communication through alter-

native routes. From a review of the literature, it has been al-

ready seen that existing middleware design of congestion con-

trol doesn’t consider decision making to be involved. There-

fore, we address this problem by formulating an algorithm that 

supports collaborative networks in hybrid mobile ad-hoc net-

work. The primary target of this algorithm is to minimize the 

duration of mobile nodes on the path and thereby to recom-

mend the changes in the routes for an alternative solution to 

congestion. 

 

Fig. 5. Algorithm for congestion-free routing 

The algorithm checks for a degree of congestion of the 
nodes to be more than the threshold level of congestion (Line-
1), which corresponds to the state of congestion. In such case, 
the algorithm looks for all possible neighbor nodes and the 
search for a chain of neighbor nodes continues (Line-2). In this 
search, only nodes with a lesser value of the degree of conges-
tion are recorded to be a reliable path for undertaking routing 
decision. However, for better search optimization, we termi-
nate our search for efficient node exactly for the node with 
more value of the degree of congestion (Line-5).  For all the 
neighboring nodes whose degree of congestion is within the 
lower limit of Threshold (Line-9), the control message is trans-
formed to alert message emphasizing on relaying the infor-
mation that source node is already detected with congestion 
and hence an alternative congestion-free route must be found. 

TABLE II. NOTATION USED IN ALGORITHM DESIGN 

Notation Meaning 

v velocity 

p Position 

t time interval 

d density of nodes 

RBCM Rule Based Control Matrix 

traff traffic 

DoC Degree of Congestion 

FI Frequency Intervals 

NN Number of neighbor nodes 

ED Effective Distance 

Tr Transmission range 

Wnode wavelength of node 

F frequency 

Th Threshold 

msg message to estimate congestion 

R response 

rnode node with response r 

VI. RESULT DISCUSSION 

The implementation of the proposed algorithm is carried 
out in Matlab, where the target was to investigate the factors 
that have a significant impact on the congestion. A completely 
new simulator is developed for this purpose considering ran-
dom mobility factor. We have also taken a case study of a ve-
hicular ad-hoc network to investigate the validity of the pro-
posed concept of middleware system of MIMC. The complete 
analysis of the results is an outcome of node-to-node commu-
nication system considered over the simulation parameters 
tabulated below: 

TABLE III. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Number of Mobile Nodes 500-1000 

Simulation Time 600 Seconds 

Minimum velocity 5 meter per second 

Maximum velocity 100 meter per seconds 

Communication range 200 meters 

Simulation Rounds 1000-7000 

 
(a) Section of Path with mobile nodes 

 
(b) Node-to-Node Communication 

 
(c) Mobility and Communication in present of obstruction 

Fig. 6. MIMC Simulations of Mobile Nodes 
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Fig.6 shows the visual outcomes of the simulation carried 
out in MIMC for the mobile node (Red triangle). A simulation 
allows a simple segment of the route with multiple lane system 
(dotted green) as seen in Fig. 6(a). Depending upon the input of 
simulation parameters (especially the node velocity and trans-
mission range), the node-to-node communication starts be-
tween the nodes residing in multiple lanes. The communication 
link is highlighted as blue line between three pairs of nodes in 
Fig.6. (b). We also add obstruction in the traffic (shown in 
vertical dotted green line), which mimics the speed bumpers on 
the real-word road (Fig.6(c)). It may also represents the traffic 
signal which we get to see in urban vehicular adhoc networks 
to some extent. Inclusion of obstruction is meant for reducing 
the initialized velocity of the mobile node. Although, we ini-
tialize minimum and maximum velocity of the node, such ini-
tialization is than randomized to total number of mobile nodes 
considered in the simulation area. This is done in order to in-
corporate dynamic topology of mobile adhoc network; howev-
er we have restricted the dynamicity by letting the mobile 
nodes to go in one direction of the path. Hence, directionality 
of the mobile node is fixed in order to check the consistency of 
the performance of the proposed middleware system with re-
spect to congestion control in real-world road. 

 

(a) Trend of DoC in MIMC during 100th test simulation rounds 

 

(b) Trend of DoC in MIMC during 250th test simulation rounds 

 

(c) Trend of DoC in MIMC during 400th test simulation rounds 

Fig. 7. Progressive DoC Observation in MIMC Simulation 

The frequently used existing simulators e.g. NS2, OM-
NeT++, OPNET, etc. does show the simulation of the consid-
ered environment, but cannot show the live and dynamic gen-
eration of graphical trends during the simulation progress. Dy-
namic investigation of graphical trend becomes an important 
operation especially when the investigational rounds are quite 
high and when there is a need to observe the live trends. We 
did this feature in our MIMC because we want the implication 
of MIMC to be more on online result analysis and not on of-
fline result analysis. Hence, this was only possible by Matlab 
by designing its method and hence highly customizable. Fig.7. 
(a)-(c) shows the progress being made during each round of 
simulation. A closer look into the graphical trend will tell that 
value of degree of congestion i.e. DoC is found to progress in 
decreasing order. 

 
Fig. 8. Impact of Velocity over DoC 

Fig.8 shows the impact of the velocity over the DoC on in-
creasing values of density of nodes. It is already known that 
increase in density of nodes will eventually increase in DoC 
value, but there are multiple mobility scenarios that require 
closer observation. Initially, we initiated the velocity with v=50 
ms-1 and kept it constantly increasing with 10ms-1 till it reach-
es 100ms-1. The outcome shows that MIMC is capable of re-
taining DoC to lower values even if the speed of the velocity is 
increased, which is in agreement that increased velocity and 
reduced density is ideal state of non-congestion and vice-versa. 
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(a) Density [10-40 nodes] (b) Density [40-50 nodes] 

 
(c) Density [50-200 nodes]  (b) Density [150-250 nodes] 

Fig. 9. Impact of Density over DoC 

Fig.9 showcases the impact of the node density over the 
value of the degree of congestion. Anticipating lower value of 
DoC is quite imperative for the lower value of node density. 
However, we will like to check the upper limit of it. Hence, the 
initial investigation with density maintained between 10-40 
nodes show a normal decreasing trend of DoC as shown in Fig. 
9(a). However, when the density is increased from 50-70 
nodes, we find a bit of variation in the DoC trend. It shows 
increasing values of node density will increase DoC too (Fig. 
9(b)). Further, density is again increased from 50 to 200 nodes 
to find that density of 50, 100, and 150 nodes as a distinctive 
trend. At the same time, we find a linear behavior for density 
maintained to be 150 and 200 nodes in Fig.9(c). A similar trend 
of complete linearity in DoC can be observed when the density 
is further increased from 150-250. The outcome infers that 
there are two forms of density factor i.e. i) density within a 
limit and ii) density beyond a limit. Therefore, density within a 
limit is considered for 10-150 nodes and density beyond a limit 
is more than 150 nodes. This inference of the outcome also 
states that congestion may take place when there is jam of spe-
cific numbers of the vehicle that a particular segment of the 
road can accommodate i.e. Fig. 9(a)-Fig. 9(b). For example, if 
a segment of a lane can accommodate 70 vehicles so the max-
imum permissible limit of density can be only 70 here. In such 
case, the lower limit could be 20-40 nodes depending upon 
their speed limits. 

However, considering the density of more than 150 is near-
ly impractical for a segment of a road in the real word, and 
hence the linearity behavior is shown in Fig.9(c) and Fig.9 (d). 
We carry out this analysis to testify the reliability of outcomes 
for proposed MIMC. 

TABLE IV. NUMERICAL OUTCOME OF COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 Delay 
Packet Delivery 
Ratio 

Throughput 

Vadivel et al. 
[10] 

5.28 1.53 1923 

Bhadauria et 
al.[16] 

3.41 1.01 1200 

AODV [28] 7.85 2.47 1765 

DSDV [29] 7.26 3.12 1632 

TORA [30] 6.31 3.23 1771 

Proposed 1.89 5.55 4306 

The outcome of the proposed system is compared with 
multiple existing technique with respect to delay, packet deliv-
ery ratio, and throughput. The most work carried out by Va-
divel et al. [10] is able to perform congestion control but the 
load balancing algorithm developed by them perform recursive 
operation of extracting Absolute Congestion Index from their 
neighbor nodes. The computation increases with increase in 
node density which was not considered in this study. Similarly 
work carried out by Bhadauria [16] uses mobile agents instead 
of middleware. The complete work is done by enhancing 
AODV itself which cannot contribute much to decision making 
of routing. Similar forms of problems also exists in conven-
tional AODV, DSDV, and TORA also, which are overcome in 
proposed MIMC. Similar trend of packet delivery ratio and 
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throughput can be observed, which shows that proposed system 
performs better congestion identification in contrast to the 
existing system. The primary reason behind this outcome is an 
inclusion of traffic modelling which uses multi-valued logic to 
accomplish better decision making and better inference to the 
state of congestion. The secondary reason behind the better 
outcome of MIMC is we have developed algorithm separately 
for identification and routing through alternative path which 
are less congested. This phenomenon results into execution of 
multiple operations at same time without involving much net-
work related resources. MIMC can be used for any mobile-
based adhoc application as well as vehicular application. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper has discussed the extension of our prior research 
work towards middleware design. We strongly believe that 
adoption of middleware in the hybrid mobile ad-hoc network is 
extremely important that can also cater up to the need of futur-
istic communication requirement. After reviewing existing 
literature, we find that there is few research work of middle-
ware system focusing on addressing congestion problem while 
existing congestion control protocol doesn’t consider middle-
ware system. The proposed MIMC is meant to bridge this gap 
of research. The significant contribution of MIMC can be 
summarized as - i) the traffic modelling incorporated in MIMC 
is capable of representing multiple formats of speed and densi-
ty to give better inference system. This is carried out to because 
existing congestion control protocols using frequently used 
AODV or OLSR lacks decision making for which reason the 
studies are limited to the offline investigation. ii) The control 
identification module is designed completely by a particular 
segment of the route (which represents a small part of any road 
in real-world). Hence, the applicability of the proposed system 
in real-world is quite high in the vehicular ad-hoc network. iii) 
We have not used any sophisticated optimization or mathemat-
ical modelling as we aimed to get better response time for any 
query toward extracting congestion information, iv) the mech-
anism of routing doesn’t include any route acknowledgment, 
which minimized overhead to a larger extent if multicast proto-
cols would be used here. Finally, the congestion mitigation is 
done by exploring routes which are less congested. Although 
the mechanism uses iterative principle, it is highly controlled 
by the rule-based control matrix. The study outcomes show 
that MIMC performs better congestion control as compared to 
the existing system. 
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